
Operated by Vattenfall, a Swedish power company wholly owned by the 
Swedish government and one of Europe’s largest retailers of electricity and 
heat, Ringhals nuclear power plant is located south of Gothenburg in Sweden 
and is the largest power plant in Scandinavia. 

One of few nuclear power plants to have both boiling water and pressurised 
water reactors, Ringhals generates approximately 28 billion kilowatt-hours 
of electricity, approximately one fifth of Sweden’s total electrical energy 
consumption.

Ringhals has been operating for more than forty years, with stringent safety 
standards and safety of paramount importance to its 1,600 employees.

ASL partnered with SAC Nordic in Sweden to deliver a multi-zone public 
address and voice alarm system across three hundred and forty zones to 
EN54-16 certified voice alarm and safety standards, to meet Ringhals stringent 
safety needs.

the requirement

The design and implementation of this large scale and comprehensive safety 
project was orchestrated with serious commitment from SAC Nordic personnel 
working closely with Ringhals engineering staff to define exact specifications 
and requirements for each of the three hundred and forty audio zones. The 
design was made more complex as it required legacy 50V loudspeaker circuits 
to be seamlessly integrated.

This project represents ASL’s largest single site system to date.

Distributed to twenty two nodes combining ASL VIPEDIA and ASL INTEGRA, the 

the solution

The solution installed by 
SAC Nordic at Ringhals 
not only meets current 

requirements, but future 
expansion is easily 

achieved, adding 
additional nodes and expanding 

fibre optic links as required.
- Henry Rawlins, Application 

Manager

Ringhals nuclear power plant is owned and operated by Vattenfall, one of Europe’s largest 
retailers of electricity and heat, and has been operating for more than forty years.
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nodes are connected via standard fibre links across a vast dual redundant network, 
spanning the entire Ringhals site. The modular flexibility of ASL VIPEDIA and INTEGRA 
allows for this decentralisation of the public address and voice alarm system with 
reductions in installation costs and the equipment footprint proving to be key factors 
in the decision to choose ASL products for this project at Ringhals.

Amplification for the system is provided by ASL V2000 amplifier mainframes loaded 
with D500 amplifier modules. These high efficiency amplifiers with EN54 certified 
battery back up are ultra low in power consumption when in standby mode and 
greatly reduce normal associated running costs. 

The entire voice alarm system was built, connected and tested at SAC Nordic’s 
premises prior to installation at Ringhals. Due to the large numbers of audio zones 
this was quite an achievement but allowed SAC Nordic to demonstrate a fully tested 
and functioning system in advance of installation.

The Ringhals project highlights the flexibility and strength of ASL’s relationship with 
key European partners, such as SAC Nordic. It also reflects ASL’s ability to develop 
and adapt with bespoke software development, design, supply and installation for 
the RInghals project taking place over a relatively short space of time.
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The installed system goes beyond the requirements of EN54, with 
additional features including high levels of controller and amplifier 
redundancy coupled with fallback operation in the event of system 
control failure.

Therefore, the ASL public address and voice alarm system installed 
at Ringhals can be relied upon to inform and protect employees and 
members of the public at all times.  

the outcome
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